Diba MicroBarb connection fitting for soft tubing
For micro-bore pump and pinch valve tubing applications, Diba has introduced MicroBarb™ connectors. The chemically inert fittings provide a low carry over connection between flexible pump tubing and semi-rigid fluoropolymer tubing. Easy-to-use MicroBarb fittings stretch the inside diameter (ID) over the internal barb while compressing the tubing outside diameter (OD) in the female threaded fitting, for a secure fit that guards against leaks and carryover. Constructed of Polyaryletheretherketone (PEEK™) plastic, the fittings are chemically inert and withstand high temperatures and pressures.
The MicroBarb works for any soft tubing including PVC, Silicone, Santoprene, Pharmed, Marprene, Viton, and Chemsure. It accommodates all tubing ID sizes from 0.010 to 0.060 inches, and OD sizes from 0.062 to 0.156 inches. The reusable, flat bottom fittings are available in ¼-28 and M6 fitting configurations and can be ordered by industry-standard pump tubing colour codes. DIBA Industries, Inc. +1 203 744-0773, engineering@dibaind.com
HARTING's Fast Track Switching technology
Fast Track Switching is a new switching technology developed by HARTING that allows manufacturing organisations to integrate their office and automation networks into a single Ethernet-based communications platform: the Automation IT concept.
The company states unlike alternative proprietary Ethernet protocol approaches which use modified versions of the Ethernet standard compatible with automation technology applications, Fast Track Switching is totally based on standard Ethernet, but adds a new switching method to ensure that the specific requirements that automation technology places on performance and determinism are fully met.
Using HARTING's Fast Track Switching, a user can port an Ethernet-based system into the automation world with the full use of all of the degrees of freedom that standard Ethernet has to offer. This includes the integration of components and subsystems from outside the traditional automation environment -such as vision or RFID systems -which may not support automation-specific protocols but which generally have an Ethernet interface. Fast Track Switching technology can also be used in diverse automation environments, so that a switch can be equally effective in PROFINET and EtherNet/IP environments, for example. HARTING Limited Kevin Canham, +44 (0) 1604 827500, sales@harting.co.uk
Light-measurement system from Ocean Optics
Now available from Ocean Optics is a light-measurement system for spectroradiometric analysis of LEDs, lamps, flat panel displays and other radiant sources, as well as solar radiation. With its small footprint, powerful microprocessor and low-power display, the company states the new Jaz-ULM-200 is a convenient, versatile alternative to standard light meters and radiometers.
Jaz is family of stackable components that share common electronics and communications and are configurable for a variety of applications. Included in the Jaz-ULM-200 stack is a CCD-array spectrometer that can be optimized for a variety of radiometric measurements and a microprocessor with onboard display. Ocean Optics says Jaz provides functionality not found in traditional light meters, allowing users to capture, process and store full spectra without the need for a PC. With only three pushes of a button, the system's irradiance-measurement software, which is stored on an SD card, collects full spectral irradiance information from the selected light source. This data can then be post-processed to give the intensity parameter of choice, including W/cm2, lumens, lux, PAR (photosynthetically active radiation) or any other light intensity parameter. The system's three-button wizard simplifies operation so that even non-spectroscopy experts are able to perform fast and accurate measurements.
Ocean Optics Jessica van Heck, +31 (0)26 319 05 00, info@oceanoptics.eu

Samson's pneumatic control valve positioner
The Series 3730 electro pneumatic control valve positioner with PROFIBUS-PA communication from Samson Controls claim to provide high quality air output capacity combined with optimum functionality and ease-of-operation. As a result of their analogue control, these positioners not only display an unsurpassed positioning response, they also allow the microprocessor to concentrate on other tasks.
The 3730 option is one of a range of Samson positioners, all of which are based upon a common model platform. For example, the housing, travel pick-off system, pneumatic components as well as the fast PD controller are designed along the same lines in all positioners. As a consequence of this design philosophy the positioners benefit from the same high quality air output capacity. The only key differences occur in the electronic equipment and the features associated with it, such as ease-of-operation, functionality and diagnostic capabilities.
Samson Controls state their hybrid technology sets a milestone in positioner development, for example Type 3730-2 and all higher versions come with the fully integrated EXPERT valve diagnostics that supply the required information for predictive maintenance, without the need for additional software. Samson Controls (London) Ltd. John Middleton, +44 (0) 1737 766391, sales@samsoncontrols.co.uk
Commercial News
Companion company
New Kontron Panel PC Pico Client
The new RISC-based Kontron Panel PC Pico Client with 5.7 touch screen is an extremely compact, cost-effective and energy-saving industrial panel PC according to the company.
The front-side IP65-protected Kontron Pico Client with resistive 5.7-inch VGA TFT touchscreen (640x480) is designed for visualization and control tasks in machinery and equipment. Thanks to its low-power design, it is also attractive for mobile devices and vehicles. The Jazelle extension integrated in the 200MHz/32Bit ARM9 processor runs Java code directly on the hardware, which speeds up cross-platform Java applications by up to eight times. This enables Kontron's low power Panel PC to run even complex Java applications on an extremely compact footprint, bringing more flexibility and usability to cost sensitive applications with tight power restrictions in markets such as industrial and building automation, logistics and process control.
For networked visualization and control tasks, two Real-Time Ethernet 100-Mbit interfaces are implemented so that both vertical and horizontal networking topologies are possible. This makes the fanless Kontron Pico Client the ideal human-machine interface (HMI) / Thin Client for networked machine operating concepts, as well as for building automation. For connecting peripherals, such as RFID or barcode readers, light curtains, and many other devices, the new panel PC features one USB and COM port (RS232 or RS485). The integrated SD memory card slot and the removable backup battery are positioned on the rear panel for ease of maintenance. Kontron AG Norbert Hauser, +49 (8341) 803-0, norbert.hauser@kontron.com
SERV Trayvou launches new access interlock
SERV Trayvou Interverrouillage (STI) has launched the NXO1LTC, a new access interlock with personnel key for harsh or corrosive environments. It consists of a lock with two key slots that work on a free key / trapped key basis.
To gain access to a dangerous area, the operator has to first insert an isolation key into the lock portion. Turning this key releases the personnel key, and allows the bolt to be removed and the door opened. The operator retains the personnel key while inside the dangerous area. This prevents the door being shut behind them and also stops the machine from being restarted by another person.
The NXO1LTC's completely stainless steel construction makes it suitable for use in harsh or corrosive environments as the paper, food, robotic, chemical and petrochemical industries.
As an entirely mechanical proposition, the NXO1LTC removes the need for cabling, reducing related maintenance costs and eliminating the risk of a cable malfunction.
SERV Trayvou Interverrouillage Louise DIOP, +33 (0)1 48 18 15 15, marketing@servtrayvou.com
Yokogawa's DXAdvanced DAQSTATION
The latest version of Yokogawa's DXAdvanced DAQSTATION range of data acquisition and display stations -the DXAdvanced R4 -features a number of new enhancements including an advanced security option that provides 21CFR Part 11 compliance, multi-batch capabilities, a PROFIBUS interface and the new DAQManager data management software. The advanced security option (/AS1) incorporates all the features required to provide secure electronic records to comply with the US Food & Drug Administration's 21CFR Part 11 standard, including controlled system access, active directory password management, electronic signatures, and an audit trail.
The DXAdvanced R4 has evolved from Yokogawa's paperless recorder technology to become a complete data-acquisition station with built-in panel, and offers integrated display, recording and communication functions. Two models are available: the DX1000 with a 5.5-inch LCD panel and up to 12 input channels, and the DX2000 with a 10.4-inch LCD panel and up to 48 input channels. The new models also feature high-capacity internal storage, with 400 Mbyte of secure non-volatile flash memory to support uninterrupted recording of more data over longer time periods.
Yokogawa UK Ltd Louise Mungrue, +44 (0) 1628 535 640, louise.mungrue@uk.yokogawa.com
Custom Control's Dual-Snap switches
Custom Control Sensors International have introduced a broader ATEX certified program of "DUAL-SNAP" Pressure, Differential Pressure, Vacuum and Temperature switches offering a more competitive and comprehensive model options for industrial applications.
The "DUAL-SNAP" Belleville spring operating system was originally developed by its USA associate, Custom Control Sensors, Inc., for use in the aerospace industry to counter operating problems with traditional pressure switch technology.
The company states the inherent benefits of the "DUAL-SNAP" design are non-drift of set-point and ability to withstand shock and vibration often experienced on installations.
CCS hydraulic piston operated models offer robust and reliable application up to 1100 Bar [16,000PSI] pressures and are designed to counter the dynamics often experienced in such systems thus ensuring optimum service life.
Custom Control Sensors International +44 (0)1793 783545, pswitch@ccsdualsnap.co.uk
Last year we had the swine flu fiasco: the predictions of a last night of the Poms and the £1billion that was forked out on vaccines to avert this. This year we've had the clashes over the ashes: the stuff that spurted out of Iceland's Eyjafjallajokull volcano. The volcanic ash that floated across much of central and northern Europe, apart from grounding the international airline industry, produced a human reaction that turned the air nearly as blue as the stuff from the volcano.
The moment the first clouds of ash appeared the regulators here and in Europe immediately grounded not just the airlines, but also significant parts of our economies. It took a while for the penny to drop that Eyjafjallajokull was by no means the first volcano to blow its top and that, as events in June 1982 (Mount Gulunggung,) and June 1991 (Mount Pinatubo) showed, while volcanic ash can seriously damage aircraft, no lives have yet been lost. Even so the authorities stuck to their decisions, apparently choosing to ignore pleas and suggestions, from the airlines and others, for strategies that might deal with the situation in a more constructive way than outright closure. And, it has to be said, the authorities decisions were supported by many private individuals who subscribed, explicitly or tacitly, to the view that the possibility of just one death in the sky justified sending the airline industry and the regional economies into a tailspin. Strong words from the International Air Transport Association, who lambasted European governments for 'no risk assessment, no consultation, no coordination and no leadership', two test flights by Airbus and the brinksmanship of British Airways chairman Willie Walsh eventually persuaded EU transport ministers to reverse their decisions.
So what does this incident and the subsequent decisions by people tell us about physical calamity and human response? In essence the problem was pretty much one of scientific knowledge and application that had its limitations. To whit: for all the study of volcanoes that has gone on there is currently no definition or understanding of what level of ash might be safe to fly through. Alongside this is the recognised inability of aircraft radars to detect volcanic ash, whose principal constituent -tephra -is a dry particulate lacking the moisture which radars are currently designed to detect. Had there been one accident involving fatalities the recriminations would have been extensive. The cautiousness shown by the air traffic control authorities is therefore understandable. But the arbitrariness with which the decision to shut down the skies of western Europe was reached suggests the reaction of a mentality that either can't or won't quantify the scale of the risk as a precursor to determining action. Yet, as we know from the work of some of the Institute's members, risk can be measured. The rapidity of the decision also suggests the reaction of a society that is becoming increasingly and unquestioningly risk-averse. And in the consequent drive to make personal safety the paramount concern of human activity the door is being opened ever wider for the nannies in society to step in and take control of our lives.
Personally speaking, if I have to travel when a volcano spews ash I'd prefer to take my chances in the plane flying through the tephra rather than in the car driving along the road to the airport! Closer to home, elsewhere in this Journal are the Institute's Annual Report and (abridged) Accounts for 2009. As you will see, financially we turned in a surplus of £22.8k which was significantly higher than forecast. Of the factors leading to this welcome outcome, some £14k revenue from royalties on Transactions and savings of around £9k on the budget figure for meetings and associated travel costs were key. Transactions, the Institute's series of refereed papers about state of the art developments in the industry, have been experiencing a resurgence of interest and readership over the past two years; thanks for this being due to the combined efforts of current publishers SAGE and the Institute editorial team led by Dr Steven Thompson. Meetings and associated travel costs have dropped primarily as a result of efforts to review, within the context of the way in which the Institute's Boards and Committees etc. conduct their business, the necessity for meetings and their subsequent frequency and timing. The cooperation and participation of members in the resulting revisions, far reaching in some cases, has been important and is greatly appreciated.
There's an interesting development taking place with the Institute's student membership.
In the past students have been recruited mainly from universities' engineering degree programmes where instrumentation and control are only subjects within those programmes. Many of these students have also come from abroad and so have been in the UK on a temporary basis. After their graduation, therefore, they have invariably found employment in engineering fields other than measurement and control or have gone home. Either way, they have been 'lost' as prospective members, despite efforts to retain them. Recently, however, the Teesside Section has recruited a significant number of students who are from their local further educational colleges and are taking courses in instrumentation and control either as part of their apprenticeships or for other relevant technical qualifications. Many of them are already employed in measurement and control and are also bona-fide Brits. But the key question is whether we will hang on to them, more successfully than we have done with the students recruited from degree programmes, and ensure their progress to Technician membership of the Institute, TInstMC.
Did you know that in addition to Gower Street, prime source of its energy and inspiration, the Institute has three spiritual homes? City University, with its long association with instrument makers and seemingly endless stream of thinkers in measurement and control, is the Institute's philosophical home. Wessex Section, with its open door to all in the measurement and control community and its tempting range of activities and projects, is the Institute's welcoming face. And the Teesside Section, with a slit-eyed vigilance ensuring that all deliberations and decisions are clearly on the radar, is the Institute's conscience. Their discussions included possibilities for enhancing collaboration between the Institute, CAD and other engineering societies in mainland China. Both parties agreed that their members could benefit from an increased number of jointly hosted learned society activities, networking opportunities and greater involvement with kindred organizations in mainland China. There was also an exchange of views on the engineering profession and the academic institutions in the UK, Hong Kong and China
Staff Profile leila Atherton Administrative support officer
Leila was born and raised in Kenya to an English father and a Kenyan mother. When she was sixteen her parents brought her to England in order to further her education. She received a degree in English and Creative Writing from the University of Surrey and began working at the Institute of Measurement and Control in May 2008. In her role, Leila undertakes a wide range of tasks including database administration, accreditation work, invoicing, filing and mailing lists as well as providing support wherever required. In her brief time at the Institute, despite her shy nature, Leila has especially enjoyed meeting various members at events like the President's Address and the Thompson Lecture. The exposure to a world of engineers and professionals has inspired her to consider the direction of her future career.
She loves travelling and has been to Switzerland, Spain, France and Uganda and has also travelled extensively throughout Kenya. One of her biggest achievements has been climbing Mount Kenya, the second highest mountain in Africa. The terrain was steep and punishing but the experience was ultimately rewarding.
Whilst in Kenya, Leila attended a tiny boarding school of about thirty girls, run by an extremely eccentric Englishman, whose idea of fun was to make the pupils boil him tea on a log fire in the blazing African heat, and going on trips in which he would drop his pupils in remote areas and challenge them to make their way to wherever they happened to be staying at the time (a world away from the health and safety rules of modern Britain.) Her most memorable moment at the school was camping under a night sky crisscrossed by shooting stars with the sound of hyenas cackling away in the dark.
Despite that fact that she is regularly reminded by the InstMC CEO that Africa is a 'basket case', she misses Kenya immensely.
Leila is an avid reader and reads on average, at least one book a week on her journeys to and from work and during her lunch hour. In her spare time Leila enjoys photography and also writes a blog. 
InstmC membership elections and Transfers
The InstmC extends a warm welcome to the following members who have been accepted for election and transfer from 1 April 2010 Science by the seat of their pants sensor Products (www.sensorprod.com) has donated a Tactilus Body mapping Pressure system to the leonardo museum (www.theleonardo.org), a science, technology and art centre designed to foster creativity and innovation in young people and adults. located in salt lake City, utah, usA, the museum is showing the exhibit at schools and libraries until it opens on the anniversary of leonardo da Vinci's birthday on April 15th, 2011.
Interactive exhibits make learning science fun. One such exhibit, entitled 'Under Pressure', demonstrates how pressure between the body and a contacting object -such as a chair -can create pressure points and strain. Tactilus has been integrated into a portable kiosk that teaches children and adults about surface pressure body mapping. Joe Andrade, exhibit developer and a professor of bioengineering at the University of Utah said: "The kids and adults really love it. They chuckle and can't wait to sit on the pressure pad to see their body maps. Meanwhile, they are learning about science and technology."
In pressure body mapping, sensors collect data from the force exerted by the human body as it touches another surface. This data is then converted into colour-coded body maps that correspond to different degrees of pressure. Designers and engineers can then modify their products to produce more even distributions of pressure on the human body.
Pressure body mapping is helping engineers develop products that are both more ergonomic and also less expensive to produce.
Endress+Hauser honours inventors for 200 patents over 200 endress+Hauser (www.uk.endress.com) inventors recently met to celebrate the 10 th annual Innovators' meeting. The Patent rights Incentive Awards for particularly outstanding business patents this year went to inventions in environmental technology, flow and level measurement engineering. Commented endress+Hauser Group Coo: michael Ziesemer: "last year we filed patents for 200 inventions -the same number as in the record year 2008. This shows us that our sponsorship programme has lost none of its impact."
Highlight was the award of the three €10,000 'Patent Rights Incentive Awards' for particularly important patents. The invention of Johann Beller and Robert Zeller of Endress+Hauser Wetzer in Germany is used in environmental protection making automatic sampling in wastewater easier and more reliable. The award in flow measurement engineering went to Dr Rainer Höcker of Endress+Hauser Flowtec in Switzerland. His invention makes vortex velocity flowmeters more accurate and less prone to malfunctions. A specific change to the geometry of the measuring tube can generate a vortex in the medium flowing through, which ensures that flow has less impact on the measurement. In addition, Roland Grozinger and Klaus Ruf of Endress+Hauser Maulburg in Germany modified the sensor system of ultrasonic level measurement devices. Said Grozinger: "If you want to have reliable ultrasonic measurements, you have to take the temperature into account. Until now, the measured temperature value had to be transmitted via a separate lead. What we have managed to do is to transmit the measured temperature value and the runtime information through the same lead. This not only saves material, it also reduces susceptibility to faults." GE's Ethernet switching for functionality, performance and size Ge Intelligent Platforms' (www.ge-ip. com) tough new Gs12 ethernet switch combines functionality, performance and small size for use in the widest possible range of demanding environments. using innovative technologies, the Gs12 improves, it is claimed, the speed, accuracy and security with which information is distributed, enabling it to make a significant contribution to improving overall effectiveness.
The GS12 switch is a standalone, fully managed Layer 2/3 Gigabit unit, combining a high port density of 12 Gigabit Ethernet ports with support for IPv6 switching and routing in a small, lightweight enclosure. The features allow the GS12 to be used in many applications that interconnect a large number of nodes.
Such an interconnection requires a switch with comprehensive management and configuration features -the GS12 can, says GE, meet the challenge of fitting the required high performance functionality into a small space.
A person seen using a Sensor Products Tactilus sensor system to demonstrate the pressure needed to squeeze a toothpaste tube.
A child sits and watches his body map change on the Tactilus sensor system display.
Over 200 Endress+Hauser inventors were at the recent the 10 th annual Innovators' Meeting.
Interface News
CiA board of directors re-elected At the annual CAn in Automation (CiA -www.can-cia.org) general assembly, the three directors have been re-elected. They are: Arnulf lockmann (Janz), Heinz-Juergen oertel (Port), and Holger Zeltwanger, who together have lead the non-profit association since 2005. The CiA members also nominated the Technical Committee and Business Committee delegates (Janz, Port, schneider, Vector, and Wachendorff).
The CiA international users' and manufacturers' group, supporting the international standardised Controller Area Network (CAN) serial communication system (ISO 11898 series), has over 500 members worldwide.
Commented MD Holger Zeltwanger: "The members requested activities to improve the standardisation of CANopen device descriptions in order to simplify the selection of products. This could lead to a data base, in which the system designer may search for specific device functionalities."
APPLES consortium plans better liquid monitoring
A consortium of GlaxosmithKline (GsK), Green Biologics and the Centre for Processing Innovation (CPI), led by stratophase (www.stratophase. com), is developing a cost-effective, multi-parametric sensor system for increasing the efficiency of high-value liquid based production processes. The £1.2m APPles (Advanced Process and Production light enabled sensors) project is being funded with assistance from the Government-sponsored Technology strategy Board.
The aim is to maximise yield and minimise waste within high value manufacturing processes. This, the consortium claims, can be achieved through a better understanding of real-time processes, so GSK, Green Biologics and CPI can enhance their ability to develop, and scale up, both existing and novel biofuel and active pharmaceutical ingredient production processes.
The consortium is producing and validating a sensor system capable of monitoring multiple parameters in liquids, both nondisruptively and in-line, throughout the production cycle to provide better economic benefit and clear environmental dividends.
As a general-purpose process monitoring system, the sensor developments within APPLES offer multiple complementary measurement types integrated into one sensor 'head', allowing real-time evaluation of complex reactions. Commenting, Stratophase CEO Dr Richard Williams said: "The APPLES project will result in more efficient processes than are currently available, through application of a cheaper and more informative monitoring system. The realisation of such a monitoring system would not be possible without close collaboration between experts in process development and sensing technology, the support from the Technology Strategy Board has been invaluable in the formation of such a strong consortium."
The technology is intrinsically safe, and will enable product state monitoring throughout the manufacturing cycle, and allow tighter control over the production process -with resulting increase in product quality and production efficiency, together with a reduction in waste and energy consumption.
Systems monitor acoustic emissions
schaeffler (www.schaeffler.co.uk) has extended its condition-monitoring range of products and services to offer vibration and acoustic-emission monitoring systems. These products cater for every maintenance scenario and all types of rotating equipment, from high-speed rotating components or machines down to slower-moving (0.25rpm) mechanical systems with fluctuating loads.
The company provides three main types of condition monitoring systems: hand-held monitoring; fixed/online monitoring; and semi-portable, multi-channel acoustic-emission monitoring.
Looking at the hand-held types, Schaeffler provides its FAG Detector III range of hand-held vibration monitoring devices, but is now also offering a hand-held acousticemission monitoring device, the AE-Check. This is suitable for the condition monitoring of slow-rotating, variable-speed and load machinery and components, including mixers, motors, pumps, fans, HVAC systems, bearings and helical gears. Acoustic-emission monitoring equipment has a high sensitivity to machine faults and filters out audible noise and lowfrequency background vibration.
Mitsubishi adds to intelligent power modules range mitsubishi electric (www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk) has launched its roHs compliant V1 series of high output intelligent power modules (IPm), mainly for use in motors to control industrial machinery. The product features low power loss and a compact package for inverters of 37kW (or greater) and servo systems of 15kW (or greater).
An IPM is a type of power device with multiple chips combined into one package, including power chips using IGBTs and their driving circuits, as well as a variety of protection circuits. Variable frequency inverters are widely used in motor control systems and can save a great deal of energy. In the output stage of these inverters, IPMs are commonly used for switching electric current at high speeds. There is growing demand for IPMs with lower power loss, higher output volume and smaller package size.
The IGBT chips incorporated in the V1 Series are carrier-stored trench gate bipolar transistor (CSTBT) chips, which feature the latest power chip technology. Using these, inverter power loss can be reduced by around 20% compared with those using V Series chips.
All five models in the V1 Series adopt the same package size of 120 × 70mm, the same as those of small-sized models in the V Series. Compared with larger output-volume models in the V Series, such as the 120 × 90mm 1,200V/450A model, the package size of the V1 Series has been made smaller, helping reduce the size of motor control systems.
Interface News
Invensys optimises refining assets
Invensys operations management (Companion Company) (http://iom.invensys.com) has released its refinery-wide Performance optimisation solution. The company has integrated many technologies to provide different aspects of real-time business-operations management to the refining industry. From simple controlloop performance management and rigorous unit optimisation, to lP vector updating for multi-unit planning optimisation, customers will be able to optimise all of their refining assets.
The system uses Invensys' Simsci-Esscor ROMeo optimiser and Wonderware Intelligence enterprise-manufacturing-intelligence (EMI) applications. The 'backbone', ROMeo software, is a unified modelling environment for offline and online optimisation.
The Wonderware Intelligence EMI application acquires critical-process and optimalperformance data from the ROMeo optimiser and models, and aggregates it with data acquired from other operational data sources. Such sources include laboratory information management systems, enterprise resource planning systems, manufacturing execution systems and refinery-process historians. This all provides deeper insight and tracking of refinery performance.
ADSL module for small production quantities
Insys microelectronics (www.insys-tec.de/index_2en.html) has launched the Qlm-A100 Quick line module. This is a compact ADsl module with a connector, suitable for industrial use, enabling batch integration for the first time.
Until now, electronic-system designers requiring a flexible, easy-to-integrate ADSL module faced a problem -chipset manufacturers cater to the mass market, making proprietary developments for batches of a few thousand pieces/year unprofitable.
The QLM-A100 fills that market niche, says Insys. In applications with many users -such as ATM or card terminals (POS), smart metering, and access control systems -fast data networks are crucial for success. High data rates also reduce operating costs.
Interface News
Schneider Electric provides food packaging interface nicholl Food Packaging -one of the uK's largest food packaging companies -needed to replace the Human machine Interfaces (HmIs) on the production lines at its Cannock production plant, but a key consideration was the requirement for open connectivity so that replacements could be easily integrated with existing PlCs. The company found the solution in schneider electric's magelis HmI range.
Nicholl Food Packaging has one of the most up-to-date production facilities in Europe, but its original HMIs (some of which were failing because of machine vibration) and existing PLCs were installed some years ago. The new HMIs had to be completely compatible with these existing PLCs -the open connectivity of the Magelis range met this need.
A further advantage is flexible programming, which provided a seamless transition between old and new HMIs, so the engineers were able to configure the screen to match exactly the layout that the plant's operatives were familiar with. No re-training was necessary, and it was a very smooth transition. Using the HMI's web-gate feature, it is possible to log onto the production system from any computer remotely in the world, to monitor operations and check on any faults reported.
The Magelis HMI range offers a choice of touchscreen options in panel sizes from 3.8in to 15in. The accompanying Vijeo Designer configuration software enables fast simple processing of operator dialogue projects developed around six configurable windows, and offers comprehensive application management tools.
Compact and robust, the Magelis HMIs are providing reliable service at Nicholl Food Packaging and have significantly reduced downtime. To date, some 18 Magelis XBT GT4330 HMIs have been installed. Go to www.schneider-electric.co.uk Compact PAC provides integrated safety and motion in one controller rockwell Automation (www.rockwellautomation.co.uk) has launched two new programmable automation controllers (PACs) to provide machine builders and manufacturers with integrated safety, motion, discrete and drive control capabilities in a single controller. For mid-range applications, the Allen-Bradley l43s and l45s PACs extend capabilities previously available only in the larger Allen-Bradley Controllogix platform. These include diagnostics and information capabilities that help reduce nuisance shutdowns and prolonged restarts, as well as a single programming environment for enhanced design and development productivity.
As part of Rockwell Automation's Integrated Architecture system, the Compact GuardLogix controllers use the same configuration, networking and visualisation environment as the company's larger-scale systems. This helps provide machine builders and end users with cost-effective integration of a machine or safety application into the plantwide control system.
The devices can control up to eight axes of integrated motion over the SERCOS communication network. Used in combination with the Allen-Bradley Kinetix 6200 servo drive, machine builders have advanced safety options, including safe speed and safe direction.
The controllers also support the use of the Allen-Bradley CompactBlock Guard I/O modules and Allen Bradley POINT Guard I/O modules on EtherNet/IP, enabling fast system configuration and improved sharing of information. Additionally, these controllers are rated up to Safety Integrity Level 3 (SIL 3) and Performance Level e (PL e) -the highest level of machine safety. Furthermore, when used with the latest version of Rockwell Software RSLogix 5000 programming software (v18), the Compact GuardLogix controllers can use high-integrity add-on instructions (AOIs) for faster commissioning.
Invensys and ExxonMobil in licensing agreement for refinery process models
Invensys operations management (Companion Company) has signed an agreement with exxonmobil research and engineering Co that allows Invensys to sub-license a suite of emre's refinery process models to third parties. The suite of models will be delivered through Invensys operations management's marketleading simsci-esscor optimisation software, using its romeo solution to enable clients to model and optimise process units.
Said president and CEO of Invensys Operations Management, Sudipta Bhattacharya: "With depressed demand, decreased margins and increased environmental mandates, refiners no longer have the option to simply operate at maximum throughput. Over the course of the coming decade, we will see a drastic shift in the oil industry as refiners constantly optimise their operations in the face of changing feedstock and energy costs, product specs and margins.
"Refiners will increasingly rely on accurate modelling technologies to construct a refinery-wide picture and assess the financial impact of different operating scenarios. Our SimSci-Esscor optimisation software and ROMeo solution, combined with EMRE process models, enables refiners to make improved economic decisions throughout the refinery, from crude feed to final product blending."
While traditional modelling solutions can only simulate individual process units or provide point solutions to solve a specific problem, Invensys Operations Management's SimSci-Esscor solution provides a scalable software environment that enables companies to optimise refinery-wide performance, as well as other aspects of refinery profitability, such as utilities and instrument/ equipment health monitoring.
Extra benefits accrue from using the data generated by rigorous models to enhance planning and scheduling decisions, leading to increased refinery margins. Go to iom.invensys.com/optimization Schneider Electric's Magelis HMI range.
Interface News
Siemens offers single-source energy optimisation for plants siemens' divisions Industry solutions and Building Technologies have joined forces to provide energy optimisation systems. The aim is to offer, from a single source, solutions that increase the energy efficiency of industrial plants and buildings.
The program starts with an energy health check of the production facilities or buildings. Based on an analysis of the findings, measures for savings are identified and implemented by Siemens. Performance contracting ensures that the agreed-upon savings targets are reached. Continual development should ensure adaption to constantly changing requirements in the industrial sector.
The initiative will allow Siemens to address the growing demand for integrated energy management spanning all of a company's assets. The synergy created by Siemens Industry Solutions and Building Technologies working together puts, it is claimed, Siemens at the forefront of the advances taking place in energy management initiatives. Go to www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com and www.industry.siemens.com/meta/en News in brief monitoring reciprocating compressors AV Technology's (www.avtechnology.co.uk) capabilities in reciprocating compressor monitoring have been improved following an investment in training and analysing equipment by Windrock. Windrock's four-channel 6320 portable analyser is used for analysing reciprocating and rotating equipment (such as engines, compressors, pumps and fans), as well as structure and piping vibrations. The 6320 is a combined data collector and analyser, and each channel has its own digital signal processor. Therefore, the instrument can independently process any signal in any channel. This, along with the AMD main processor, allows the 6320 to have 16 times the resolution of any reciprocating machine analyser on the market, according to the company.
Are your machine guards PuWer compliant?
To help users of machinery comply with PUWER and other statutory health and safety Regulations, Procter Machine Guarding (www.machinesafety.co.uk) is offering UK companies free machine guarding compliance surveys. After an initial telephone consultation, a site visit can be arranged to assess the machinery safeguards. The safety engineers will provide a short written report that identifies areas of non-compliance and actions that can be taken to reduce risk, improve safety and comply with the regulations. Procter can also carry out any work necessary to bring the safeguarding up to standard.
emerson technology verifies device performance
Emerson Process Management (www. emersonprocess.co.uk) is providing its Smart Meter Verification technology for Micro Motion Coriolis flow and density meters. This delivers complete, online verification of device performance, saving significant expense by reducing labour and outsourced calibration service costs while eliminating process interruption. With no need to remove the meter from the line or stop the process flow, Smart Meter Verification -at the 'touch of a button' or on a predetermined schedule -delivers measurement integrity feedback in under two minutes. With no complex interpretation and no interruption to process measurement, Smart Meter Verification provides benefits to a range of applications and industries.
ABB is first to receive IECEx conformity ABB (Companion Company) (www.abb.com) is thought to be the first motor manufacturer in the world to be granted a license to use the IeCex Conformity mark. This allows the company to display the mark on products covered by an IeCex Certificate of Conformity, as well as on packaging and promotional materials, and it will considerably enhance its ability to market its products globally. The IECEx Conformity Mark shows that a product has been granted an IECEx Certificate of Conformity. IECEx Certification confirms that the product has the appropriate protection for use in explosive atmospheres and that it has been manufactured under systems subject to ongoing surveillance by Certification Bodies. It is recognised in all the countries participating in the IECEx System, and also means that the product can be supplied to the market without the need for additional tests.
ABB has been granted IECEx Certification for a wide range of low and high voltage motors, and these can therefore display the IECEx Conformity Mark. The hazardous area protection types provided by these motors include: flameproof Ex d; non-sparking Ex nA; pressurised Ex p; and dust-tight Ex tD. Go to www.iecex.com for more information.
ABB is the first motor manufacturer in the world to be granted a license to use the IECEx Conformity Mark.
Affordable HMIs for price sensitive application builders schneider electric (www.schneider-electric.co.uk) has introduced what it says is 'a new generation' of affordable, small panel Human machine Interfaces (HmIs) to its magelis offer.
The Magelis STO and Magelis STU HMIs are the first small panel HMIs on the market, it is claimed, to address the needs of application builders who are price sensitive, but still desire some advanced functionality for a small panel HMI, such as data logging, USB port application download and remote web access.
The Magelis STO HMI is one of the smallest touch screen operator panel on the market. With a 3.4in widescreen, it offers a resolution of 200x80 pixels and two versions of a monochrome screen. The screens are either green/orange/red backlight or white/pink/red backlight, which are designed to be visible to the operator at a distance. The STO HMI also features serial, mini-USB and USB type A ports.
